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Why a Classification for Indigenous LAW?
Because law as a snapshot in time informs at a glance better than
any story about:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Political, social, and economic realities
Human rights
Ethnic identity. Self-identification and group belonging
Cultural identity
Political rights
Constitutional changes due to external
challenges and pressures
▪ Recognition of stated objectives and destiny of a People:
Self-determination. Sovereignty. Territorial autonomy
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Indigenous Human Rights. Civil and Political Rights
KIA Indigenous Law: The Americas
KIA4.72.A-Z
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Constitutional law
General works
Special topics, A-Z
Including indigenous human rights. Civil and political rights and
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For the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007)
see Kl30 2007
Access to information and communication see KIA4.72.I++
Environmental human rights
Ethnic self-iclentification or group membership, Right to
Food sovereignty
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Including language/linguistics, traditional knowledge,
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Law of Indigenous Peoples in the Americas
United States
North Central Region. The Old Northwest

Oneida Tribe of Indians
of Tribe
Wisconsin
Oneida
of India
Cf.

ns871-970
of Wisconsin

Cf. E 99.O45 Indians of North America

874 1969

General
Tribal statutes. Codes. Tribal council resolutions.
Regulations. By date
Oneida Code of Laws 2003
Constitutional law
Constitutions. By date
Oneida Constitution 1936
Oneida Constitution 1969

875 1937

Sources other than constitutions. Corporate
charters. By-laws. By date
Corporate Charter, 1937

872 2003

Classification Portal to Indigenous Law
Next Stage: Law Library’s Guide to Law Online
A Cooperative/Interdepartmental Project –Dateline 2012-2018:
 2011 Sovereigns within a Sovereign Washington meeting between NCIA, LLC, and AALL
 2012 LC Linked Data Service (//id.loc.gov) converted Class K to linked data
 2012 THOMAS and Congress.gov added to Class K

 2013 - K schedules freely available for download from //id.loc.gov
 2013 – Class KVJ Hawaii (to 1900) converted to ClassWeb
 2014 February - LC/OSI pushed the first interactive map to the Law Library site
 2014 March - agreement with law Library to use its Guide to Law Online as platform

for the Portal on Tribes in the US
 2014 between March and June - the Portal was populated with information
inclusive of North America, using the structure and functionality of the Guide
 2014 June - the Portal was released to the Public

 2014 July - the Portal was demonstrated during the AALL Conference
 2014 late Fall - KIB-KIC Canada was added
 2015 – Expansion to jurisdictions beyond North America
 2018 late Fall – Transfer of Portal to LLMC-Digital was prepared

The first “Prototype” Diagram

The first “Prototype” Diagram modified
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The Indigenous Law Portal/LLC in 2016

Territorial Evolution of Indian Territory to Oklahoma
Historic Maps <Timeline>
 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4021e.ct000225 1889 (before Division

Oklahoma & IT)
 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4021e.ct000224 IT 1892
 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4021e.ct000225 IT 1892
 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4020.ct002099

IT 1898

 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4020.ct002102

IT 1898 (Sub-Divisions)

 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4022c.ct002106 Creek Nation 1899

(Allotments)
 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4021g.ct002104 IT 1902 (Townships)
 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4021p.ct002110 IT 1903 (Railroads)
 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4022c.ct002107 Cherokee Nation 1903

(Allotments)

Sovereigns within a Sovereign
Concept proposal

Bolivia
Bolivia
Bolivia

The Suyu/Incan Empire Territory:
The Case of Mother Earth

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Inca_Empire_South_America.png

Andean Country Group/Bolivia
Ley de la Madre Tierra. Ley No. 300 (2012)
 Rather than treating environment as property under the law,
 Rights of nature acknowledges that nature in all its life forms has
the right to exist, persist, maintain and regenerate its vital cycles.

 It is the holistic recognition (cosmovisión) that all life, all
ecosystems on our planet are deeply intertwined.
 It is the recognition that our ecosystems – including trees, oceans,
animals, mountains – have rights just as human beings have rights guaranteeing the continued capacity of Mother Earth to regenerate
natural systems, recuperating local and ancestral practices.
 The law outlines the state's vision on climate change, and commits
to 'climate justice‘ with focus on vulnerable populations.

Indigenous Jurisprudence
KIQ Indigenous Law: Bolivia

Agricultural Law
KIQ Indigenous law: Bolivia

Environmental law
KIQ Indigenous Law: Bolivia

Indigenous Jurisprudence. Philosophy
KIS Indigenous Law: Colombia

Recently proposed LCSH
 Data sovereignty (approved)


NT Indigenous data sovereignty (approved)

 Cosmovision
 UT Earth jurisprudence

 Cultural justice
 Climate justice

 Doctrine of discovery (International law)
 Ecocide
 Right to isolation

 Land grabbing (International law)
 Rights of Nature (LCSH)
 UT Earth jurisprudence

Notes on Panel Discussion
AALL Conference: How it started/How it’s going of April 26, 2022:
Access to Indigenous Law – Or: Decolonizing LC Classification?
A retrospect into the Future

Ppt. 1 Theme slide
A. Work on exploration and development of Indigenous law in the
Western Hemisphere and Historic Kingdom of Hawaii is – after
more than 15 years - drawing to a close.
Here is how it began: a project which dealt throughout with
sensitive issues and was not always tidy, just as history itself - which
is not always tidy.
o Beginning of these Indigenous law classifications KI-KIX
was triggered by mounting and vocal criticism on LC by
all sorts of folks, for “inappropriate, discriminating
subject headings and categories,” … “the marginalizing,
stereotyping of the Indigenous –classified in history as so
they do not really exist…,”
o The ”Euro-Americentric roots bias” in classifications and
subject headings –
o Crowned of late by the spreading notion that a number of
collections and their classifications are “colonial” in
character, and need to being de-colonized?
Ppt. 2 and 3 (Class E/F)
Question: These collections which I have studied long and
hard, are they colonial in character “because their
classification is colonial, mostly because of what it leaves
1

out or eschews?” Or: “Is indigeneity sufficiently built into
the intellectual organization of these collections?” And is
adjustment of the classification the key to “de-colonizing
collections”? We have to think harder. We deal with (#1)
The physical aspect of E/F collections/items, meaning,
their provenance and acquisitioning/ownership at a
particular period of history that could make them
“colonial, post-colonial,” whatever; and (#2) with the
follow-up of the organization-the description of the
collections, cataloging/classification that deals with the
professional truth and intellectual justice—even touching
on human rights concerning use of indigenous data.
The first Law Classification Specialist (Werner Ellinger) introduced
the first-ever law classification KF (Law of the United States. 1967)
with the statement that to be truthful in dealing with Indian, i.e.,
tribal law for the first time, “…it was rather a subject for which any
location in this or other classifications would have to be arbitrary…”
Ppt. 4 and 5 (KF8200+)
It is true, the then provided meager 28 numbers (Classes KF82008228) for FEDERAL INDIAN LAW and TRIBAL LAW, did not
take issue with the sovereign status and autonomy, claimed by
modern Indian nations residing on US soil, nor did it reflect current
Indian law making and government.
Did this make the KF classification “colonial?” I do not think so: It
was rather the dilemma stemming from the duality of legal systems,
the Federal and the Indian, a juristic problem that eventually
needed to be resolved.

2

1. A very critical, thoroughly researched and analytical article in
the 2002 AALL Law Library Journal - an appeal to law libraries
written by a noted law law professor (Nancy Carol Carter) caught my full attention and prompted me to propose to
management that
o The Library of Congress take the lead with a new
classification for Indigenous law in response to the clamor,
the plea to all law libraries o Not to treat Indigenous law as sort of ”subject matter” or
“boutique” law, but as a valid branch of law-not
promoted and very little knowno That suffered from the gap between availability and
accessibility of correct information.
o So, we would start out with the American-Indian law in
the US, but eventually work our way up North and South
through the Americas.
o And, also just eventually, we would include Kingdom of
Hawaii (to 1900) - a proposal that, initially, was not well
received.
2. Once I got the green light, I did a thorough review of
the collections under control of Classes E-F. What a tour through
18th and 19th century writing, and then: collecting!
I also reviewed memos on classification policies, for example the
older policy to keep materials “on all things Indian” together in
one all- inclusive collection - bolstered by the instruction in other
classes:

3

“in case of doubt prefer Classes E-F”
I invite you for a moment into these “legacy” collections and their
classification at the end of the 19th century as they are, indeed,
historic manifests of
(a) the struggle for colonial independence on one end,
(b) and on the other end -• the records of U.S. westward expansion and
territorial dominance over the Indian country; the
treaties with the Indians; and the Indian wars;
• geography and (very importantly) mapping;
• boundary questions and treaties, both relating to
the subject of State’s territory and sovereignty;
• local accounts and papers of new historical societies,
newspapers, diaries and correspondence;
• private stories on wars and peace in the Americas,
• including the Civil War .
(c) Each step during the formation of the nation state was
recorded and interpreted by historians, guided by the
desire to see the US acquire American character.
(4) It shows up in Librarian of Congress John Russell
Young Annual Report of 1898, to “... bring it [the
Library] home to the people as belonging to them - as
part of their heritage - to make it American, …
seeking ...whatever illustrates American History...
American Growth, ...[and] Commonwealth”- which was
also his successor’s, Herbert Putnam’s, vision of the
Library of Congress as a clearing house for Americana.
This was the American Side of the LC collection story.
4

But Yes, there was the European side-story as wellthe confluence of the cultural/academic and
political/social story of the US:
o American scholars, trained at German universities, had
in the 18 hundreds brought back to the US the scientific
or analytical method of historic study as “record of social
evolution.” This, paired with the inflow of German
immigrants since 1848 - bringing along advanced
education - stimulated in return lots of interest in
education;
o The new industrial wealth that laid the foundation for
public collections, notably libraries and museums;
o And when America's new moneyed upper-class had their
agents in Europe for acquisitioning, so did the Library of
Congress.
o Important observation: With collections flowing into LC,
the patterns of organization applied by major institutions
in Europe, made their entry as well - and were carefully
studied for possible adoption.
3. The first phase of LC Classification for collections of
about 1 million, was initiated in the early 1890s and set in
motion in 1897 by Librarian John Russell Young.
The political and intellectual atmosphere of this moment
in time determined the course of development. Thus, the
principal classifications were for the most extensive,
splendid collections of the day – all applied in draft form
already between 1901-1910:
5

(First) the notorious twin pair Classes E F (America: History. Geography. Local history),
(Second) Classes J-JX (Government. Constitutional
history. International relations and law), and
(Third) Class D – (the Old World, majorly Europe)
Isn’t the thought arresting, though, that the early beginnings of this
intellectual endeavor of institutions on the East Coast coincided with
the Dakota Indian or Sioux War (1890-1891), including such events
as the Wounded Knee Massacre and death of Chief Sitting Bull
(1890) in the West? Where did the Indian realities fit in the picture?
Of course, these events were destined for Classes E/F as part of the
“Great American Story.”
But did Indigenous People really vanish in the shadows of History?
There we were- with our complex Library history:
Here, I felt, we had to pick up and do justice to the future Possibly with:
B. An Indigenous Law Classification
But why a LAW classification ?
Ppt. 6 Why a Law Classification?
There was a definitive catalog of reasons and
expectations:
(#1) that such a classification would provide for the first time
a geopolitical and substantive arrangement for Indigenous
Peoples in the Americas, their organizations, and
6

(#2) for the unique duality of the law: the Federal and the
Indigenous. And (#3) a stand for de-colonization?
1. The first stages of the project KIA-KIX: Law of the Indigenous
Peoples in the Americas were conceived between 2003 and UN
Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2007- but where are
beyond the historic, the current primary and secondary sources?
The researcher will have found that the critical mass of information
was largely to be discovered on the Web – dispersed, unorganized,
and for that: obscure. Only a select group of institutions, both tribal
and academic, offered courses on indigenous law, or created
electronic gateways and portals, or have open access-to-information
projects under way for display of hard to find materials on
Indigenous law.
2. It was also a period of
• inter-institutional collection developments
that aimed at higher visibility of the Indigenous and
Indigenous law - to promote, encourage and
undertake digital projects, such as LC’s digitization
of the American Indian Constitutions and by-Laws
and some other 400 items of high historical interest.
David Selden, Director of the then little known
National Indian Law Library (NILL) with a trove of
indigenous codes - revived during 2003 AALL
Conference the Native Peoples Law Caucus as a
forum for indigenous peoples law - which populated
itself with law library directors, who would become
very supportive of the law classification.

7

• In 2005, the first OUTLINES were developed
for discussion:
Ppt. 7 First outline
Ppt. 8 Expanded outline
And work on the first schedule KIE-KIK
(Indigenous law: US) began.
• In 2006 at the LC/Cataloging Policy and
Support Office, established the new policy for
North American tribes as legal entities:
• in name authority records, the MARC field
will henceforth be the 151 (Geographic name)
field instead the previously used 110 (Corporate
name) field, meaning: that tribes recognized
by the US are independent autonomous entities
exercising self-government and possess
sovereignty.
• This was the most important act for
acknowledging the tribal entities as
jurisdictions - an essential quality for the
geopolitical arrangement in law classification –
and for the coming Name authority
development for several thousands of tribes
and organizations (Amelung and Prager)
Ppt. 9 Tribal arrangement
Ppt. 10 The finite outline of Class K. Matrix
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3. In 2007, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
was the major event for my classification effort
Ppt. 11 Human rights/Americas
since it set down a definitive catalog & terminology on Human
Rights for the Indigenous – now fully incorporated in the
classification.
It was also a tribute to the efforts of both the Indigenous and the
international advocacy, and raised the awareness of these sovereign
nations on the national level as well.

Ppt. 12 Introductory page with Indigenous orgs/NAR
It also shows the extensive use of original/vernacular language.
4. In July 2011, the fuller draft of schedules KIE-KIK: Law of the
Indigenous Peoples in the US, accompanied by an Introduction to the
Application was posted on the LC/ABA/ Homepage for review.
5. In 2012, KIE: Indigenous Law: US General, was converted to
Class Web. It was conceived as “a distinct regional comparative
and uniform law component of Class KI in the larger frame of the
LC Law Classification (Class K). Thus, as all law classifications, the
structure is based on the geo-political information of Class G
(Geography). KIE should set the patterns for the rest of the
comparative Indigenous Law schedules of North America and
Latin America (Western Hemisphere).

6. It was the first time that Web resources - that is: digital
primary and secondary sources, including “grey literature”- were
9

used in a major way for subject content of the schedules - delivering
terminology and original language – all important for Web searches.

C. This all gave cause for a renewed investigation of the enormous
potential of the LC online Classification system, ClassWeb. The
function of Classification schedules was always to provide for
physical materials a place, grouping like- things with like for easy
retrieval on a shelf. Now - the effort is to keep Indigenous Law
schedules consistent with the other 10 or so LC Law schedules. But
the design of class KIA-KIX took from the beginning exceptions for
the digital resources. Ideally, organizations, maps, etc., etc., should
be able to be hot linked from the new classification to our own
digital Al collections or to the web.
1. It was an exploration of ClassWeb itself as Classification Portal. I
had provided a demonstration with diagrams of the concept to
management:
Ppt. 13 Classification Portal 1

retooling/repurposing for discovery and educationPpt. 14 Classification Portal 2
In the draft KIE, electronic access-points to digital content were
embedded usually by creation of a link from caption to the source.
Ppt. 15 Classification Page
The look of the pages is not much different, except for the little
symbol that indicates that an electronic resource is available.
However, after initial excitement, the idea was abandoned because
of URL maintenance fears.
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2. Other concepts were explored. In an initial meeting, the Law
Library agreed to have php pages added to its Guide to Law Online
on the Law Libraries website, but only using the Guide’s existing
structure for a limited pilot (as example: the Oneida Tribe) to test
viability
Ppt. 16 The project and players. Time line
Two specialist of the Law Library’s Digital Resources Division
(DRD) and myself teamed up to prepare a detailed proposal to
management with dateline and estimated resources. We also studied
maps of other organizations used for their websites, such as the EPA
or US Census Bureau. After it was decided to introduce maps as
visual access to information, LC Geography and Map Division
designed the first conceptual diagram
Ppt. 17 1st diagram exploration
That shows the cartographic established regions of the US. All
pertinent information on peoples and indigenous organizations, the
legal record of sovereign tribal governments, is organized and
presented first, by region, and second, within the region, by tribal
entities on the local level. Modern geo-political divisions and
borders are of little meaning. Indigenous sovereign tribes residing in
the particular region, are in a one-to-one relationship with the
Federal government and independent from states.
Based on the original diagram, OSI/Webservices Staff designed the
first interactive maps for my demonstration of “proof of concept
Oneida Pilot” to management:
Ppt. 18 The Oneida
Ppt. 19 The Oneida
11

Ppt. 20 The Oneida
From then on, the content of the Portal grew exponentially.
3. In June 2014, this version of the portal was launched
Ppt. 21 Portal landing page
now with Alaska and Hawaii.
(Information can be linked by state or by region).
In the same year,
Ppt. 22 AALL Conference 2014
the portal was demonstrated to the law Library Community
Ppt. 23 2016 LLC Home page of portal
Homepage of the Portal with growing number of regional maps that
show also the spatial complexity and territorial range of indigenous
peoples in North America.
Ppt.24 Historic maps of the Indian Territory
demonstrate digital support by G&M.
The Portal now opens with general and global information on
Indigenous Peoples and organizations in support of their rights and
concerns worldwide (Class KI). Information on all Indigenous
peoples of the regions of North America, including US/Alaska,
Canada, Mexico and Hawaii, was already available.

4. The development of both portal and classification for Central
America (KIM-KIP) coincided with the adoption of the American
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2016. All
12

schedules were completed in 2017 using extensively topics and
original terminology of the Declaration.
Despite all the technical shortcomings, the portal – a Library of
Congress open access resource - had outgrown in a short time its
“conceptual vision state”. With this quite large body of information
and thousands of visits from over 170 countries, the portal had
shown its potential as a systematic and sophisticated electronic tool.
Time seemed to be right to convert it into a stable, independent
stand alone database – expecting also a massive indigenous data
dump from Latin America: Independent from the portal, the
development work on South America, Regions and States, that was
already underway, gave us an idea of the coming complexities.
Ppt. 25 Proposals
5. For the Portal under the fancy working title Sovereigns within a
Sovereign, several technical proposals concerning workflow and
automated processing were from 2015 on under management
review.

Although proposals were on the Law Library of Congress Strategic
Plan (2011-2016), they never made it past staff shortage and
budgetary constraints, leaving the Portal without technical support.
Thus, in 2018, Library of Congress and LLMC reached an
agreement that LLMC could assume further development of the
Indigenous Law Portal with the proviso that it would be available to
13

the public on LLMC-Digital Website at no charge (open access). The
late Jane Sánchez, Law Librarian of Congress at that time, said,
“We are proud to have developed this substantial resource…. It is
now time to responsibly transition this service to LLMC, committed to
expanding coverage while maintaining and growing its potential.”
6. Of course, the development of classifications is still evolving with
focus on the Andean country group.
Ppt. 26 Suyu and Andean country group
This map shows at a glance the historic roots of the Andean country
group: the Inca Empire, making at once aware of the historic
concepts on which the 21th century laws are firmly grounded, or are
the core of philosophical explorations, in particular the concepts of
Earth jurisprudence and cosmovisión.
Ppt. 27 Bolivia Environmental legislation

(a) Bolivia pioneered two major acts on environmental law, the
state’s fundamental commitment to preserve the environment
(Mother Earth), including all citizens; still, the stated principle of
“climate justice” focuses on those who are most vulnerable to
climate change, especially the indigenous population.
Ppt. 28 ppt.29 ppt.30 Classification pages
Very important is the state’s commitment and encouragement for
the recuperation of traditional indigenous practices that allowed for
the sustainable regeneration of natural resources (Mother Earth
Laws)
Law 300 defines 'Living Well:' Rights of Nature are balancing what
is good for human beings against what is good for other species what is good for the planet as a world.
14

The state's legal obligations in relation to climate change are the
development of policies, strategies and legal techniques to mitigate
the effects of climate change.

(b) In Colombia,

Ppt. 31
the Indigenous rely on their Ley Major (ancestral traditional
wisdom and knowledge laws) expressed as Ley de Sé (Law of Be)
and Ley de Origin (Law of Origin), the prescription of management
of everything material and spiritual that guarantees the order of life
and the balance and harmony of nature.
(c) Ecuador’s approach was to incorporate rights of
Pachamama (Mother Earth) in its Constitution of 2008
affirming: her existence, regeneration of cycles, structure, and
functions, thus giving Nature the highest grade of legal
protection.
And several of Ecuador’s Constitutional Court rulings
reaffirm the Rights of Mother Earth.
(d) At the end, the current short list of approved or proposed
subject headings on important subjects covered by the
classification
Ppt. 32 Proposed or approved LCSH
This is WHERE I am
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100 0_ la Half-King
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400 O_ la Daung_hg__uat
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Delaware name, Pomoacan) . A Huron chief of Sandusky, Ohio; Under the
name Daung_hg__uat, he signed the treaty of Pt. McIntosh; Jan. 21, 1785; The
treaties of Greenville, Ohio, Aug. 3, 1795 ; Ft. McIntosh, July 4, 1805;
Greenville, July 22, 1814, and Spring Wells, Sept. 8, 1815, were signed by
Haroenyou (Harrow5<.n y:ou), his son, not by himself; but the name "Dung__u ad
or Half King" is appended to the treaty of Miami Rapids, Ohio, Sept. 29,
1817
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